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Kalu’s passion for African cuisine and culture pervades her interesting book, My African Restaurant Adventure.

Akon Margaret Kalu’s My African Restaurant Adventure evaluates the current state of African restaurants in the 
United Kingdom and offers helpful advice to independent restaurateurs.

African food blogger Kalu is on a mission to lift the brand image of African food, particularly among non-Africans. 
Based on informal research conducted with UK African restaurants, the book reveals that many such restaurants lack 
basic marketing techniques. It also takes note of widespread confusion about using websites and social media for 
restaurant marketing. While the book focuses specifically on African restaurants, much of its insightful commentary 
also applies to independent restaurants more broadly.

Beginning with an informative introduction to African food, including staples of African cooking, preparation methods, 
and health benefits, the book recalls conversations with African restaurant owners in London about their businesses. It 
perceptively points out that African cuisine often feeds mostly African customers—in part because African restaurants 
are located primarily where African populations live, but also because the cuisine has been underpromoted when 
compared with other international foods. Still, she notes that “African pop-ups and street-food vendors are becoming a 
familiar sight in London and other cities in the UK,” which could help improve the cuisine’s visibility.

The book’s critique of African restaurants is detailed and useful; it discusses the inadequacy of most menus, poor 
staffing, inappropriate locations, inferior customer service, a lack of emphasis on meal presentation, and inattention to 
marketing. One of the more interesting observations as to why African restaurants are not prospering is that “Africans 
came to study with the intention of going back to their country, which most did, whereas other foreigners like Asians 
and Italians came for business and to seek a better life … Other cultures have created a brand far ahead of Africans.”

The book does not merely criticize the restaurants; it offers valuable, specific suggestions for improvement in all areas 
of operations. Its discussions of how food photography could be used to enhance menus and websites; ways to apply 
social media to share African food, heritage, and culture; and ideas for improving the brand image of African 
restaurants are forwarded in easily understood terms. The book’s style is informal and engaging.

For the potential customer, the book includes chapters that cover the cuisine and “dining etiquette.” Details about 
African dining customs, such as eating Ethiopian food by scooping it up with bread, are particularly informative. A 
glossary at the end of the book helps with food definitions.

Kalu’s passion for African cuisine and culture pervades her book, My African Restaurant Adventure—an educational 
and interesting title for customers, potential customers, and owners of African restaurants.

BARRY SILVERSTEIN (August 16, 2018)
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